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Ristorante Quadri 

"Multiple Options"

Ristorante Quadri located on the upper floor of the popular Venetian café,

Quadri offers a galore of fine dining options to its patrons. Luxurious red

and gold interiors, combined with a warm and inviting ambiance and

delectable contemporary Venetian and Italian cuisines make for the

perfect place to dine. You can choose from an assortment of delicious

Venetian fare, made with fresh seasonal produce to bring out the natural

flavors. Pick from a range of exciting menus and choices. The wine list and

desserts are equally noteworthy.

 +39 049 63 0303  booking@alajmo.it  Saint Mark's Square 121, Venetië

 by yoppy   

Terrazza Danieli 

"Dine with a Breathtaking View"

Every corner of Venice is beautiful and historical, and enjoying a meal

while admiring the beauty of the city is an ethereal experience in itself and

Terrazza Danieli, the restaurant, which belongs to Hotel Danieli, gives you

the pleasure of enjoying delectable cuisine under the Venetian sky. The

food served here is top notch, with varieties ranging from Mediterranean

specialties to traditional Venetian fare. Their service is throughout and

very friendly. But the view of Venice from their terrace is their unique

offering to the patrons.

 +39 041 522 6480  www.terrazzadanieli.com/

amp

 restaurant.danieli@luxuryc

ollection.com

 Riva degli Schiavoni, Venetië
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Restaurant De Pisis 

"Excellent Dining Experience"

Restaurant De Pisis will amaze you and take you on a memorable culinary

journey of fusion cuisine with influences of Asian and European styles of

cooking. When you enter this delightful diner at the Bauer Il Palazzo, trust

that the trip will be a gourmet dream and a dining experience you just

won't forget in a hurry. Their chef prefers to stick to his roots where

cuisine is concerned but he revels in experimentation; the magic that

keeps people coming back for more. Their interiors are charming and

reminiscent of Venetian tradition. Enjoy the romanticized meal and the

spectacular views of the famous Chiesa di Santa Maria della Salute and

the Grand Canal.

 +39 041 520 7022  San Marco 1413/D, Bauer Il Palazzo, Venetië
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Linea d'Ombra 

"Live Music Shows"

Linea d'Ombra is the most popular piano bar in the city. The clientele here

are chic with an eclectic mix of tourists as well as locals. During the day,

the restaurant is perfect for a quiet coffee or a glass of wine. But if you

arrive in the evening make sure to keep some time on hand as the

restaurant has good live music, especially funk and jazz. The menu

includes traditional dishes such as fish, pasta, vegetables, Venetian style

liver and seafood accompanied by excellent wines. An evening at Linea

d'Ombra under the quiet and serene Venice sky is like a poetry in motion,

try it for yourself!

 +39 041 241 1881  www.ristorantelineadombr

a.com/

 info@istorantelineadombra

.com

 Sestiere Dorsoduro 19,

Venetië
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L’Alcova Restaurant 

"Overlooking Grand Canal"

Overlooking the glorious Grand Canal, Restaurant L'Alcova offers a

gorgeous dining destination that comes second to none. Featuring an

elegant indoor dining area as well as a beautiful outdoor arrangement, the

upscale restaurant is a part of Hotel Ca'Sagredo. Everything about this

place is pretty and romantic, albeit a little whimsical. Under the leadership

of Chef Michele Potenza, the kitchens here serve delicious, elegant

offerings, mainly Venetian seafood specialities. The service is attentive,

the food incredibly delectable and the setting is one of the best in the city;

all in all a must visit.

 +39 041 241 3111  www.casagredohotel.com/restaura

nt-and-bar

 Campo Santa Sofia 4198, Hotel

Ca'Sagredo, Venetië
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Venissa Ristorante Ostello 

"Sublime Venetian Fare"

A part of Venissa Ostello on Isola Mazzorbo, Venissa Ristorante Ostello is

known for the seafood specialties it offers. The menu comprises of typical

Venetian fare that includes a range of antipasti, pastas and risottos.

Thanks to its use of fresh, local ingredients, the offerings here are

stunning to look at and sublime to taste. The flavorsome European wines

offered couple well with the gorgeous meals served at this upscale

restaurant. Although the prices may seem a bit steep, Venissa Ristorante

Ostello's delightful preparations, courteous service and a beautiful

ambiance makes up for it.

 +39 041 527 2281  www.venissa.it/ristorante/  info@venissa.it  Fondamenta Santa Caterina

3, Isola Mazzorbo, Venissa

Ostello, Venetië
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Locanda Cipriani 

"Beautifull Settings"

Locanda Cipriani is among the famous restaurants in the city, and it owes

its fame to its exquisite cooking. The atmosphere is very refined, and the

service unbeatable. Its terracotta bricks, Venetian bas-relief and wooden

ceiling has an old worldly charm to it. You can choose to dine in the

terrace during summer or at the beautiful garden for the remainder of the

year. Relish the delightful local cuisine that has wowed many.

 +39 041 73 0150  www.locandacipriani.com/  info@locandacipriani.com  Piazza Santa Fosca 29,

Torcello
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